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Honorary Movie ‘The Gift of Dyslexia’ 
broadcasted in all Greece, based on Ms. Pappa’s Innovations

in Global Pedagogy & Phenomenal Global Impact

A production by ERT, Biggest Greek State TV Channel

CLICK ON THE IMAGE BELOW TO VIEW THE TEASER TRAILER OF THE MOVIE
WITH ENGLISH SUBTITLES

https://vimeo.com/518291339


-click on the image to view the video-

Aggeliki Pappa - Tedx Patras
‘How I hacked the brain of dyslexia’

113.000 VIEWS

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=r1qNko34Eo0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=r1qNko34Eo0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4mNY6YZ-xqg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4mNY6YZ-xqg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4mNY6YZ-xqg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4mNY6YZ-xqg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4mNY6YZ-xqg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4mNY6YZ-xqg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4mNY6YZ-xqg


-click on the images to view the videos-

Aggeliki Pappa on the Reading Brain and Dyslexia 
-with English subtitles-

A presentation for teachers and parents in Benaki museum, 
in cooperation with Kathimerini journal. 

The ‘i love dyslexia’ innovative EFL
edu-world for students with dyslexia and SEN

https://youtu.be/Aiu8h9FOhp4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=r1qNko34Eo0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=r1qNko34Eo0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=r1qNko34Eo0
https://www.youtube.com/watch%3Fv%3Dr1qNko34Eo0
https://www.youtube.com/watch%3Fv%3Dr1qNko34Eo0
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The Great Challenge of Dyslexia 
& the Teaching of English as a Foreign Language (EFL-FL)
and Dyslexia / SEN Worldwide

The Neuroscience & Quantum Linguistics behind 
the innovative, inclusive 3Dlexia For English Method
and 3Dlexia Paradigm for All by Aggeliki Pappa
Endorsed by the OECD & UNESCO Paris

ILD Innovative 3Dlexia Holistic EFL Method, 
Life Skills Programme of Studies 
& 3Dlexia Cosmos Mission Statement  

3Dlexia Method applied in ‘i love dyslexia’ 
EFL School during ILD Workshops
& Humanitarian Events under the auspices 
of the Hellenic National Commission for UNESCO 
created by Aggeliki Pappa  

Life in the ILD EFL World outdoor and indoor activities 
& EFL teaching and Global Citizenship Education 
in the Greek Public Schools in Crete, in Scotland, 
Bali and Refugee Camps
& COVID Pandemic On-line Creative Lessons

Aggeliki Pappa Teaching Training Stories 
& Keynote Speeches Globally 

Aggeliki Pappa & ILD / 3Dlexia Cosmos 
Humanitarian Actions & Award Winning 
Competition Stories / Honours

Aggeliki Pappa Meetings with VIP Influential People 

Main Academic Publications by Aggeliki Pappa
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According to the International Dyslexia Association, between 15  % and 20  % of 
the population (1 to every 5 children in all classrooms globally) have a language-
based learning difficulty-difference, dyslexia being the most common of these. 
Students with dyslexia who have struggled to learn their mother tongue, while 
possibly still struggling, foreign language (FL) learning constitutes the greatest 
educational challenge on their shoulders, which would further enhance their 
feelings of failure and demotivation (Nijakowska, 2010), and English as a foreign 
language (EFL) is the most difficult language of all for them to learn (Aggelou, 
2007). This huge challenge overlaps with the astonishing number of 793.000.000 
million children and adults world wide that can not read, both their in their 
native and foreign languages, especially English Global Language (Wolf, 2014). 
In situations where the L2 (foreign language) phonology constitutes something 
totally different from the L1 (mother tongue) one, as is the case for EFL to 
students whose mother tongue is Greek, students with dyslexia struggle the 
most and in most cases fail to successfully access EFL (Pappa, 2013). For all the 
above reasons, a great number of educators and parents express their doubts 
on whether children with dyslexia should participate in the subject of EFL-FL 
(Crombie and Schneider, 2014). However, living in the demanding 21rst century, 
the EFL–FL skill that gives a global voice to everyone is of paramount importance 
for all people, as it is a prerequisite to a secure access in all educational, 
recreational and pro- fessional opportunities offered internationally and to a 
strong sense of global citizenship. Finally, studies of the literature of EFL and 
dyslexia in Greece where EFL and a second FL are mandatory school subjects 
for all students and studies on the same topic abroad have shown that there 
is a great lack of EFL teachers’ training, academic research, offering resources 
and collaboration between pro- fessionals for successful inclusion, provision 
and accommodations for students with dyslexia and SEN in the mainstream 
classrooms and beyond (Pappa, 2013). On the top of everything, consideration 
should be given to the unfor- tunate fact that due to the big financial crisis 
in Greece, the Greek education system has fallen far behind in educational 
development and undermines the true education of today’s children. For all the 
reasons and factors mentioned above, it is clear that thousands of children with 
dyslexia and SEN in Greece and millions on an international scale, are at great 
risk of being excluded or are already excluded from one of the most important 
skills they need to develop for the 21st century, with detrimental effects on 
different aspects of their life.
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The Gift and Challenge
of the Brain of Dyslexia
in the Mission of 3Dlexia Cosmos NGO
&  ‘I love dyslexia’ EFL school 
 

3Dlexia Cosmos and ILD
Inclusive, Innovating Education
in the Name of Pedagogy for LOVE

Message of The President, Ms. Aggeliki Pappa

Being Dyslexic my myself, having lost my 1st students with dyslexia 
one from suicide due to the deep trauma of yearlong marginalization 
and the other as an immigrant  to the USA leaving Greece without 
graduating changing 10 schools, and finally having being repeatedly 
fired from the schools I was teaching in Greece not complying to their 
outdated pedagogical ‘rules’, I founded  ‘I  love dyslexia’ EFL School 
to apply and further develop my unique innovative, inclusive Methods 
of Pedagogy and SOS4Love Project on SDGs for All students. After 
yearlong success and extensive international recognition against all 
odds, working in a country that was always an obstacle to my Mission, 
having itself the worst level of education in Europe for years, I decided 
to establish 3Dlexia Cosmos NGO to spread in Greece and globally 
my innovative Methods on dyslexia and typical students on a non for 
profit basis, helping Millions of both typical and marginalized Students 
thieve. In this line, I serve humanity in  collaboration with incredible 
diverse stake-holders, educators and scientists   globally like OECD, UN, 
UNESCO Paris, Space Agencies, Ministries, Tech Companies, Universities, 
Schools, the British Council and Dyslexia Experts, creating stigma-free 
education that empowers Compassion, Self-Awareness, Like Skills, 
Democracy, Equal Rights, Inclusion and Peace, utilizing cutting-Edge 
Science, Technology and Art though 3Dlexia for English Method and 
Paradigm,shaping #Pedagogy4love and transforming Global Education 
for a New LUMINUS Earth, in a deeply critical moment for humanity.

NIKOLAS’ book
with his unique paintings,
published after the tragic
end he gave to his life,
experiencing severe bullying
and maginalisation.

Nikolas was the
1st charismatic student
of Ms. Pappa with Dyslexia,
and the one who
changed her life forever.



The UNIQUE ADVANTAGES 
and Deep Value of the Brain of Dyslexia
for All Society

Strengths of Dyslexia: 
THE Unique ADVANTAGES of Dyslexia Brain for Humanity!

Traditionally, dyslexia has been defined by deficits in written language, but there 
are current studies that have also focused on the strengths found in people with 
dyslexia and some of the most brilliant minds in the world with dyslexia that 
prove them true, like Albert Einstein, Thomas Edison, Picasso, Dali, Bill Gates, 
Kennedy, Steve Jobs, to name a few. A study from the Cass Business School in 
London finds that 20  % of UK entrepreneurs and 35  % of US company founders 
have dyslexia. Some very successful entrepreneurs have dyslexia like chef 
Jamie Oliver or IKEA founder Ingvar Kamprad or Virgin Group founder Richard 
Branson. People with dyslexia are creative, intuitive, with an “out of the box” 
thinking, so they have the ability to come up with novel, innovative solutions.

Likewise, other studies report rapid visual and spatial processing three-
dimensional, integral, holistic reasoning. People with dyslexia have the 
facility to interconnect knowledge from different disciplines; easily recognize 
and distinguish patterns and trends and look at the BIG PICTURE, so they FIND 
INNOVATIVE SOLUTIONS! In the United Kingdom, the Royal College of Art 
claims to have 25  % dyslexics among its students, figures similar to those found 
in the Faculty of Engineering at University College. In science, Carol Greider, 
Nobel Prize in Medicine 2009, stands out, rejected by several universities for 
not having passed the entrance exam due to her dyslexia.  And in the field of 
architecture and design are Richard Rogers (Center Pompidour), Jørn Utzon, 
(Sydney Opera House) or Jon Ivy (Apple). And never forget that the man who 
imagined and sent 1st man on the Moon, J.K. Kennedy, was dyslexic. 

This is the unique power of this extraordinary brain that has brought huge 
solutions to the world, yet, is marginalized and still labeled as STUPID, LAZY, 
SLOW in classrooms all over the world, with teachers not having the skills to 
help these millions of beautiful minds thrive for the benefit of all society.



Links & References

WATCH FAMOUS DYSLEXIC People
on The GIFT of Dyslexia

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DgHDQeZ5QuA

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DgHDQeZ5QuA

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=d4VRjQnBoWM
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=d4VRjQnBoWM
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=d4VRjQnBoWM
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=d4VRjQnBoWM
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DgHDQeZ5QuA
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DgHDQeZ5QuA
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DgHDQeZ5QuA
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DgHDQeZ5QuA


The ALARMING PROBLEMS
1 to every 5 People with dyslexia face,
with Detrimental Effects
both in Life & Society:

DYSLEXIA and its links to Educational Struggle, 
Depression, Suicide and Prison  

Links & References 

International Dyslexia Association: 
At Risk Learners and the Study of Foreign Language

https://dyslexiaida.org/at-risk-students-and-the-study-of-foreign-language-in-
school-2/

International Dyslexia Association:
How Widespread is dyslexia 

https://dyslexiaida.org/dyslexia-basics/ 

On Line BooK: The Global Challenge of EFL and Dyslexia 

https://books.google.gr/books?hl=en&lr=&id=MhduDgAAQBAJ&oi=fnd&pg
=PT14&dq=innovation+in+EFL+and+dyslexia&ots=1IdWvqYkdD&sig=Z-A-
CrnUESOwRciKuBNwnzB-n6E&redir_esc=y#v=onepage&q&f=false 

International Dyslexia Association:
Why might a regular foreign language class be difficult
to pass for at-risk learners?

In general, foreign language teachers ARE NOT TRAINED to identify specific 
learning needs, nor are they trained to provide specific accommodations. 
Their training may have stressed whole-language-like strategies for 
in-class learning and testing of the four language areas in the foreign 
language. Oral communication, language laboratory practice with 
listening tapes, and computer-assisted learning are currently traditional 
components of foreign language learning classes. These methods of 
instruction may serve the ideal learner without language processing 
problems, but they are often detrimental to the at-risk learner, who may 
need a more systematic, structured, multisensory approach.

Source: 

https://dyslexiaida.org/at-risk-students-and-the-study-of-foreign-language-in-
school/ 

Lack of life Skills teaching in EFL Learning 
by teachers in different countries  

https://www.researchgate.net/publication/262639398_21st_Century_
Skills_and_the_English_Foreign_Language_Classroom_A_Call_for_More_
Awareness_in_Colombia

https://eera-ecer.de/ecer-programmes/conference/23/contribution/44029/

https://dyslexiaida.org/at-risk-students-and-the-study-of-foreign-language-in-school-2/
https://dyslexiaida.org/at-risk-students-and-the-study-of-foreign-language-in-school-2/
https://dyslexiaida.org/dyslexia-basics/
https://books.google.gr/books?hl=en&lr=&id=MhduDgAAQBAJ&oi=fnd&pg=PT14&dq=innovation+in+EFL+and+dyslexia&ots=1IdWvqYkdD&sig=Z-A-CrnUESOwRciKuBNwnzB-n6E&redir_esc=y#v=onepage&q&f=false 
https://books.google.gr/books?hl=en&lr=&id=MhduDgAAQBAJ&oi=fnd&pg=PT14&dq=innovation+in+EFL+and+dyslexia&ots=1IdWvqYkdD&sig=Z-A-CrnUESOwRciKuBNwnzB-n6E&redir_esc=y#v=onepage&q&f=false 
https://books.google.gr/books?hl=en&lr=&id=MhduDgAAQBAJ&oi=fnd&pg=PT14&dq=innovation+in+EFL+and+dyslexia&ots=1IdWvqYkdD&sig=Z-A-CrnUESOwRciKuBNwnzB-n6E&redir_esc=y#v=onepage&q&f=false 
https://dyslexiaida.org/at-risk-students-and-the-study-of-foreign-language-in-school/ 
https://dyslexiaida.org/at-risk-students-and-the-study-of-foreign-language-in-school/ 
https://www.researchgate.net/publication/262639398_21st_Century_Skills_and_the_English_Foreign_Language_Classroom_A_Call_for_More_Awareness_in_Colombia
https://www.researchgate.net/publication/262639398_21st_Century_Skills_and_the_English_Foreign_Language_Classroom_A_Call_for_More_Awareness_in_Colombia
https://www.researchgate.net/publication/262639398_21st_Century_Skills_and_the_English_Foreign_Language_Classroom_A_Call_for_More_Awareness_in_Colombia


Dyslexia and Mental Health 

PEOPLE with DYSLEXIA have 46  %
higher chance of attempting suicide
than those without such difficulties 

Dyslexia is not simply a literacy issue, and it’s certainly not just an 
education issue. Research from the University of Toronto in Canada 
showed that adults with learning difficulties such as dyslexia have 
a 46% higher chance of attempting suicide than those without such 
difficulties – even after adjusting statistics for other factors such as 
underlying, unrelated mental health problems. Professor Schulte-Körne 
of Ludwig-Maximilians-Universität (LMU) in Munich reported that 
40% to 60% of dyslexic children demonstrate negative psychological 
manifestations, including anxiety and depression.

Sources 

https://www.healio.com/news/psychiatry/20170629/attempted-suicide-rates-
much-higher-in-adults-with-learning-disabilities

http://www.dyslexiabytes.org/dyslexia-and-mental-health/

https://www.additudemag.com/study-people-with-learning-disabilities-more-
likely-to-attempt-suicide/

https://www.news-medical.net/news/20170621/Study-finds-high-prevalence-
of-suicide-attempts-among-women-with-learning-disabilities.aspx

https://tspace.l ibrary.utoronto.ca/bitstream/1807/65460/3/Bethell_
Jennifer_201206_PhD_thesis.pdf

Research indicates that about 50% of Prisoners are found to be dyslexic, 
while in society the percentage is 10 to 20 %. Exclusion from literacy 
leads to social exclusion and dangerous anti-social behavior. THIS IS A 
HUGE GLOBAL Crisis as some of the most brilliant minds of humanity 
end up behind bars due to being marginalized:  

The work that Jackie Hewitt-Main undertook in Chelmsford Prison was a complete 
eye-opener in so far as it not only identified half of the prison population as 
being dyslexic, but also showed that many of this group could be reached by the 
radical process of simply talking with them and getting them to engage.

Source 
http://www.educationupdate.com/archives/2008/DEC/html/spec--dyslexia.html 

https://www.healio.com/news/psychiatry/20170629/attempted-suicide-rates-much-higher-in-adults-with-learning-disabilities
https://www.healio.com/news/psychiatry/20170629/attempted-suicide-rates-much-higher-in-adults-with-learning-disabilities
http://www.dyslexiabytes.org/dyslexia-and-mental-health/ 
https://www.additudemag.com/study-people-with-learning-disabilities-more-likely-to-attempt-suicide/ 
https://www.additudemag.com/study-people-with-learning-disabilities-more-likely-to-attempt-suicide/ 
https://www.news-medical.net/news/20170621/Study-finds-high-prevalence-of-suicide-attempts-among-women-with-learning-disabilities.aspx
https://www.news-medical.net/news/20170621/Study-finds-high-prevalence-of-suicide-attempts-among-women-with-learning-disabilities.aspx
https://tspace.library.utoronto.ca/bitstream/1807/65460/3/Bethell_Jennifer_201206_PhD_thesis.pdf
https://tspace.library.utoronto.ca/bitstream/1807/65460/3/Bethell_Jennifer_201206_PhD_thesis.pdf
http://www.educationupdate.com/archives/2008/DEC/html/spec--dyslexia.html  


A Genius Mind behind Prison Bars!

Dyslexia in Prisons:
Eye-Opening Statistics

October 8, 2019

Studies in the USA revealed that almost 50  % of the prison population in 
Texas has dyslexia. In addition, approximately 80  % of inmates are functionally 
illiterate. The segment went on to talk about how prisons are addressing this 
issue with more funding and prison reform. Although these things certainly help 
people in prison lead better lives, this does not prevent these individuals from 
ending up there in the first place.

Currently, the U.S. spends more on prisons than we do on education. 
California alone spends $53,147 more per year on a prisoner than it does 
a student. Overall, there are 15 states that spend more than $27,000 a 
year more per prisoner than they do per student. 

Sources 

http://blog.parinc.com/dyslexia-in-prisons-eye-opening-statistics 

https://www.motherjones.com/crime-justice/2019/04/people-in-prison-are-
way-more-likely-to-have-dyslexia-the-justice-system-sets-them-up-to-fail/ 

http://www.lexion.co.uk/download/references/dyslexiabehindbars.pdf 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lNgqwMxa0so

45  %
of PRISONERS
are DYSLEXIC

and/or slow readers
or illiterate

http://blog.parinc.com/dyslexia-in-prisons-eye-opening-statistics  
https://www.motherjones.com/crime-justice/2019/04/people-in-prison-are-way-more-likely-to-have-dyslexia-the-justice-system-sets-them-up-to-fail/ 
https://www.motherjones.com/crime-justice/2019/04/people-in-prison-are-way-more-likely-to-have-dyslexia-the-justice-system-sets-them-up-to-fail/ 
http://www.lexion.co.uk/download/references/dyslexiabehindbars.pdf  
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lNgqwMxa0so 
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The Emerging role of Neuroscience
in Education Reform and how 3Dlexia
for English Method is informed - latest
scientific research and theories
Zadina, J.2015, Tulane University School of Medicine, New Orleans
• It has been over 20 years since ‘brain based learning’ emerged, initiated 

by teachers to make inferences from findings in neuroscience to classroom 
practice.  

• Bruer (1997) called this movement ‘a bridge too far’ because practitioners 
were lacking in scientific understanding and scientists lacked the classroom 
teaching experience.

Today, it can be argued that neuroscience does have an important role to play 
in education reform (Zadina, 2015)

Holistic, brain based
3Dlexia for English Method and Paradigm for All 
a Head, Heart & Hands (body) model for transformative learning, exploring the 
interaction between biological process and education, understanding and taking 
into account of the mental processes involved in language learning and dyslexia.

This model was conceptualised from a synthesis of diverse literature that supports 
eco-literacy (Orr, 1992) that relates the expanded cognitive domain (head), to 
critical reflection, the expanded affective domain (heart) to relational knowing and 
the psycho-motor domain, the active use and meaningful engagement of learned 
models (hands-body) (Singleton, 2015).

BART or Bilateral Affective Reprocessing of Thoughts as a dynamic model for 
psychotherapy and peak performance combines all three techniques in a 
combination of bottom up and top down processing, informing 3Dlexia for English 
Method. It looks at the information processing of the mind-body at the levels of the 
gut, heart and the head brain (All 3 brains in one whole) and it makes connections 
between the endocrine and immune systems. As a result it relaxes the limbic 
system (the system that controls our emotions) during lessons (see figure.1) 
helping the cognitive brain functioning in the best way possible, increasing all 
students’ performance. It particularly helps students with ADHD, cases of autism, 
and students with dyslexia who have been emotionally traumatised alongside the 
developing brain.



It underlines the philosophical layout of 3Dlexia Method shaped by Aristotle 
that ‘Educating the Mind without Educating the Heart, is no Education at All’ and 
that it is effective to all students, with or without special education needs. Being 
innovative in its implementation in the ILD multi-layered programme of studies 
and brain targeted teaching learning space, in combination with the authentic 
synthetic tools like the original grammar 3Dlexia mind-maps and visual 
linguistic stimuli designed by Ms. Pappa, the new technologies used and the 
socio-emotional cultivation in ILD workshops, constitute purely transformative 
results in revealing the peak cognitive performance of students in a field that 
challenges them the most, while developing holistically in a balanced way their 
social and emotional wellbeing.

Two hundred and fifty years ago the French Philosopher Rene Descartes intro- 
duced the maxim ‘Je pense donc Je suis or in Latin Cogito Ergo Sum’. I think 
therefore I am. This had the effect of creating the concept of mind body dualism 
in Western Science. ‘‘i love dyslexia’ innovative EFL-FL School is there to prove 
with its excellent results in a field of inclusive EFL and dyslexia that no one 
else has ever touched before in such a holistic way, that human differences like 
dyslexia are not there to restrict us, but rather to inspire us to search deeper 
in human nature and move the human race forward. The results of 3Dlexia for 
English Method emerge a new Paradigm for the Education of 21st Century, that 
applies and adjusts to All schools, All leaners, All subjects. A Methodological 
Model of Education that combines neuroscience, art and technology for a whole 
brain (heart-head-body) development, transforming the World into a place of 
LOVE, PEACE and harmonious development for All.

Figure 1: ILD method on taking into account the needs of the limbic system in 
intervention activities in order to develop successfully holistic function of differ-
ent brain systems during lessons for optimal results.

The Limbic System



Responses to emotional and visual stimuli in 
the ‘I love dyslexia’ learning environment and 
lessons can be registered in the amygdala 
and prefrontal cortex due to subcortical input 
from the peripheral nervous system. This 
BOTTOM-UP processing lasts from 40-100ms 
and is there instantaneous and mainly under 
reflex control of the unconscious processing of 
the gut brain. (Figure 2, a)

At 100-200ms the different areas of the sen- 
sory cortex provide input to the amygdala. The 
superior temporal cortex (green) encodes fa- 
cial expression, while the fusiform gyrus (blue) 
encodes static information e.g. identity. MID- 
DLE-LEVEL Processing. This is the level at which 
we process the sensations and heartfelt emo- 
tions of the heart-brain. Teachers can tune into 
students in this state who can become over- 
whelmed and unreceptive to learning. Careful 
management allows them to return to their 
window of affect tolerance and emotional regu- 
lation and stability (Figure 2, b)

At around 500ms conscious processing occurs. 
The brain evaluates the meaning of the emo- 
tional stimulus. This involves the medial pre- 
frontal cortex projecting to brainstem nuclei, 
hypothalamus and the insular cortex. This is 
an example of TOP-DOWN Processing. Thus an 
emotional state involves a complex interaction 
of these different stages of reprocessing. Stu- 
dents in the ‘I love dyslexia’ school are fully in- 
tegrated and mind body and soul and receptive 
in its holistic, innovative method that enables 
them for the first time to learn EFL optimally 
and develop their social emotional aspects em- 
powering themselves holistically, despite their 
dyslexia, SEN and previous failures. (Figure 2, c)

Figure 2: The neuroscience behind the innovative Holistic 3Dlexia Method 
of ‘i love dyslexia’ EFL school, presented in BART psychotherapy model that 
blends with the teaching and learning. Brain based learning starts from the 
bottom up with the gut and heart brain before accessing the head brain. This 
is via relaxation of the brainstem and limbic system. The Bilateral Stimulation 
provided by the gamma frequency of the Mascot.



Technology triggers thalamocortical binding. This ensures the learning is 
embedded in prefrontal cortical neural networks. This is the neurobiological 
imperative for transformative teaching and learning in the 21st century age 
of TECHNE, the Greek word for art, that blends Arts, Science and Technology in 
harmony, to create education for PEACE, LOVE and Sustainable World.

Quantum Linguistics in Didactics of
Foreign Language Teaching & Curriculum
Transformation for all subjects with the
futuristic 3Dlexia Paradigm for Consciousness
and Heart based Education by Aggeliki Pappa
(now further expanded in UNESCO Paris Future Literacy Laboratory)    

Quantum linguistics, a sub-field of philosophy of language behind 3Dlexia for 
English Method, is preoccupied with studying of the processes on a virtual drive 
of the human mind: patterns and dynamics of thoughts of heart/brain/mind, 
verbal and non-verbal codification, cultural conditioning, and foreign language. 
acquisition processes. 

The Values & the Quantum Conception of Man: 
3Dlexia Paradigm for All and a New Sustainable Earth
of Peace and Higher LOVE

Classical mechanics is based upon a mechanical picture of nature that is funda-
mentally incorrect. It has been replaced at the basic level by a radically different 
theory: quantum mechanics. This change entails an enormous shift in our basic 
conception of nature, one that can profoundly alter the scientific image of man 
himself. Self-image is the foundation of values, and the replacement of the 
mechanistic self-image derived from classical mechanics by one concordant 
with quantum mechanics may provide the foundation of a moral order better 
suited to our times, a self-image that endows human life with meaning, respon-
sibility, and a deeper linkage to nature as a whole.

In this line, Students nurtured by 3Dlexia Method and Paradigm, transformed 
into compassionate, wise, moral, peaceful, skillful and joyful individuals, who 
feel the responsible to utilize their energy for the common benefit, respecting 
and appreciating the interconnectedness of all, valuing their manifestation as 
cosmic citizens as an expression of Higher LOVE. 
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i love dyslexia 
Holistic 3Dlexia Method

for transformative education fostering sustainable development 

Holistic 3Dlexia Method: 
a highly structured scheme for EFL- FL, 

dyslexia and SEN in a puzzle 

Whole Brain Τeaching
Heart brain - Head brain - 

Hands brain (body)

Design 
& 

high aesthetics
in ILD edu-context

to maximize
students’ results

Group projects
fostering sustainable

development 
& EFL in action

Augmented
reality tools

& digital literacy
for EFL and dyslexia 

Humanitarian
activities for

global citizenship
and empathy 

Philosophy, 
yoga for classrooms

and mindfulness
for inner balance

and empowerment

World Class
connecting ILD students

live with students
of different countries

for EFL
& cultural development

Shelf awareness
sessions based

on brain 
neuroscience,

to enhance students’
& parents’ shelf awareness.

Activities in nature
combing

in harmony
the use of

cutting edge technologies

Collaborative workshop
projects 4 global
citizenship & EFL

development

Lego education
projects for

EFL enhancement 

Synthetic
to analytic learning

with creative
mind-maps visuals

Art & Drama based
learning for EQ

and EFL development 

Differentiated instruction
creative group
EFL activities 

& life skills development

Original ILD
brain targeted tools

for literacy
development & all EFL skills 

Cognitive
& 

metacognitive skills
drilling



Workshop  

St
ud

y ro
om

Classroom

i love dyslexia 
Holistic 3Dlexia Method applied in EFL and SEN

& Life Skills Programme of Studies

study room
students independent learning

development of: 

• autonomous learning - study skills
• self-regulation in learning
• english language boost 
  with innovative use of technology
• enrichment of general knowledge 
• greek language enhancement
  for students who attend the EFL
  programme

workshop
team work - mixed ability groups -
differentiated instruction menus for the
development of EFL and life skills through: 

• abstract artistic way of learning 
• experiential approach of teaching English
• creative & critical thinking
• cultivation of imagination
• cultivation of social & emotional skills
• cultivation of flexibility & resiliance
• cultivation of communication 
  & collaboration skills
• cultivation of problem-solving skills
• development of general knowledge
• cultivation of emotional intelligence (EQ)
• innovative use of technology
• learn for life & global citizenship visiting     
  refugee camps and connecting ILD 
  students via skype with students globally
• collaborative art & drama based learning
• outdoor experiential activities in nature
• collaborative innovative projects
  fostering sustainability
• meditation and yoga for classrooms -   
  mindfulness and heartfulness

classroom
one to one or in pair lessons

development of: 

• self awareness sessions on brain
 function and dyslexia
• analytical & synthetic way  
  of learning EFL 
• study skills - cognitive skills
• EFL skills learning (literacy skills,  
  grammar, oral, listening)
• metacognitive skills 
• emotional intelligence (EQ)
• organizational skills
• personal responsibility
• innovative use of technology
• creativity & imagination



i love dyslexia 
Life Skills Holistic Education Spidergram

through EFL Curriculum

responsibility / empathy / 
global citizenship 

+ cosmic citizenship education
through the SOS4Love Project

self awareness for self-empowerment
Cultivation of the Values of the Quantum Man / 

Conciousness based Education 
Heart-Mind Coherenace

Mindfulness in Education



mission statement 

‘My vision and mission is to forever support all students’ rights in quality, inclusive 
education all around the world, changing lives through transformative education 
that stands for sustainability, peace and Higher LOVE for a New Luminous Earth.’

Aggeliki Pappa
Founder & Head Director of Studies at ‘i love dyslexia’
Founder & President of ‘3DlexiaCosmos’ NGO 



welcome
to the innovative EFL ‘world’ of ‘i love dyslexia’ 

Since 2009, “i love dyslexia” (ILD) has been the first and only innovative, highly 
specialised educational organization in Greece and internationally, focusing on 
holistic teaching of English as a foreign language (EFL) to children, adolescents 
and adults with dyslexia and special educational needs (SEN) and teachers’ 
practical training on EFL and dyslexia. 

ILD genesis fills the big international gap that exists in the new cutting-edge 
field of specialization on inclusive EFL teaching, by holistically accommodating 
for the first time the needs of students with dyslexia and learning differences 
to develop the very challenging for them and of paramount importance for the 
21st century skill of EFL, as well as by offering practical teachers’ training, re-
search opportunities and the unique chance for real observations and practice 
on this very specialized field, promoting equity in EFL education.

Aggeliki Pappa and ILD organization, have a long-standing scientific collabora- 
tion with academic and formal educational bodies in the country and abroad 
(Universities, private and state schools, Ministries of Education) in the field of 
continuing education in teachers’ training, neuroscience, innovation in education 
and teaching foreign languages to students with or without special educational 
needs, a highly significant, new and almost unexplored field of studies.

ILD is, in fact, an innovative EFL-FL school that challenges the conventional 
‘industrialised’ education paradigm, an outstanding space for holistic learning, 
which has the ability to transform itself and its students, developing as fast and 
polymorphically as the encompassing world.

The exemplary innovative teaching Holistic 3Dlexia For English Method applied 
in “i love dyslexia”, bear the stamp of quality widely recognized educational 
principles based on international pedagogic standards. Indicatively, the 
teaching curriculum is structured upon methods such as Curriculum teaching 
based on Transformative, Quantum Learning (Stapp, Natarellli, Hearrt Math 
Institute), Multiple Intelligences, (Ηοward Gardner, Harvard University, USA), 
Βrain-Targeted Teaching, (Mariale Hardiman, Johns Hopkins University, USA), 
Inductive Reasoning Method (Socrates), Dialogical Style Education (Plato), 
Neuroscience in Education - Brain & Dyslexia (Maryanne Wolf, Tufts University, 
USA, Theoharidis , Tufts Univeristy, USA, O’Malley, UK), Head - Heart & Hands 
(body) (Singleton, 2015), Life Skills Education (UNICEF), Learning Styles and 
multi-sensory approach (Gavin Reid, Dun & Dun), Differentiated instruction (Ann 
Tomlinson), Project Based Education & Anne Taylor Associates Taxonomy (Anne 
Taylor, University of New Mexico), Design, Environment and Education, (George 
Vlastos and Anne Taylor, University of New Mexico).



our values
why we love dyslexia 

The ethos and philosophy  underpinning all activities at “i love dyslexia” 
grow out of principles of:

respect towards the diversity of each and every human being

every person’s right to achieve success through the joy of learning 

the development of fundamental life skills in each learner as a means
of moulding a well-rounded personality, that will help the world become 
a better place 

In ILD we do NOT correct our students’ dyslexia, since, to us, dyslexia is NOT a 
problem. On the contrary, we approach the real nature of an intelligent mind; 
one that ‘thinks’ differently, predominantly with the right brain, and we focus 
both on its abilities and its needs. Our ultimate goal is to transmit, through 
experiential learning, not only knowledge of the English language, but also 
to develop life skills, together with the nurturing of self-awareness and self- 
acceptance of our students.

Over and above our purely scientific approach, at the heart of our intervention, 
lies the very real ‘acceptance’ and ‘love’ of dyslexia as ‘diversity’. On the basis 
of our knowledge that learning is primarily achieved through feelings, we wish 
to eradicate every single false, negative stigma surrounding the word ‘dyslexia’ 
that might ‘block’ processes such as concentration and comprehension. By  
embracing our students’ deepest psychological and emotional needs, we foster 
their self-awareness and empower their self-respect and self-acceptance, both 
indispensable prerequisites, not only for successful learning but, even more so, 
for bringing power and joy into their lives.



who we are
the people behind the expertise 

Our Holistic English language teaching curriculum at ‘i love dyslexia’ is the out- 
come of many years of combined experience, brain studies, the development 
of original teaching materials and, most of all, the philosophy and ethos of 
Aggeliki Pappa, ILD founder and director of studies, ILD team and our scientific 
external partners. Believing strongly in the exceptional results of great team 
work, specialists and educators pool their experience, knowledge and passion 
towards the design of the innovative daily lessons. All teaching staff are English 
language teachers with post graduate studies and/or specializations in special 
education, in addition to further, extended ongoing training in ‘i love dyslexia’ 
methodology, monitoring and supervised by Agge-liki Pappa. Furthermore, a se- 
lected group of scientific advisors and university professors collaborate with 
‘i love dyslexia’, both for the development and application of teaching curricula, 
but also for continuing scientific research in the field of special education and 
language teaching. ILD is open for lesson observations to all educators and 
researchers who wish to focus on the ILD highly specialized field EFL - FL and 
dyslexia.



our teaching 3Dlexia methodology
uniting heart, mind and body, to enhance 
EFL and Life-Skills transformative education

“i love dyslexia” focuses on foreign language teaching based on its innovative 
tools and Holistic 3Dlexia Method of teaching that cultivates the whole person- 
ality of the student. Research confirms that the English language is the most 
difficult language to learn for dyslexic students due to its non-phonetic nature 
(how we spell a word is not how we pronounce it) but also due to the differences 
in syntax and grammar in comparison to the Greek or other languages. In order 
for differently smart learners with dyslexia and other SEN to master EFL, a very 
structured, systematic, explanatory, experiential, multisensory and complete 
teaching method is required.

For this reason, the original curriculum of ILD is classified into three distinct pro- 
grammes of various learning conditions, all of which, jointly, form an original, 
holistic educational method. Within the 5 class-studios, through 1 to 1or in pair 
lessons, the EFL teacher pases his work on the uniqueness of each individual 
student, offering a great choice of learning material and paths to reach his goal 
to EFL learning. However, in the core of the EFL intervention that takes place 
in the lessons is the authentic, systematic and innovative EFL tool collection 
that has been designed from Aggeliki Pappa for the specific purpose of EFL to 
students with dyslexia and SEN. During ArtWorkshop sessions for the first time 
internationally, groups of students with different EFL level and age, collabo- 
rate on a choice of creative project-based activities developed on diferrenti- 
ated instruction menus, to develop EFL and life skills collaboratively. Learners 
communicate with each other using the target language as much as possible, 
in an absolutely experiential and ‘natural’ manner. Finally the tools of the Study 
Room, support learners in gaining greater insight into the language, through 
independent work and autonomous practice of study skills.

Class-Studios

All class-studios at ILD are fully equipped with the latest in teaching equipment 
(interactive whiteboards, i-pads, PCs, e-books), which provide a multi-sensory 
means of support to the lesson, offering both motivation and pleasure to the 
students, together with effective learning.

Sample of innovative interactive internet tools, apps and technology used in ILD 
during EFL lessons for literacy enhancement, language learning and life skills 
enhancement:

_ 3Dlexia Mind Maps by Aggeliki Pappa
An Innovative neurotechnological tool to stimulate and boost whole brain 
activation while building EFL and study skills in a fun, memorable way



_ Osmo
Award winning game for ipads (Time’s best invention of 2014) that fosters cre-
ative, social emotional learning, while building language skills. Through hands-on 
education technology, ILD students collaborate and build reading, phonics, 
vocabulary, while having the opportunity to create their own curriculum, 
according with their personal interests. 

_ Anki 
a free open intelligent flash card program that makes remembering things 
easy (also available on for smartphones use) Helps ILD students with working 
memory as it is content-agnostic and supports images, audio, and videos 
as clue for the new words. ILD students create their own flashcard decks to 
enhance EFL and help themselves build new vocabulary in a creative, persona- 
lized,  fun way.  They can work alone or in collaboration with others. The best 
thing is that ILD students use Anki in their life too, to organize all things they 
need to remember for work, school etc.

_ edu-ranches combining nature and technology in harmony
ILD cooperates with the edu-ranches, where ILD students use QR codes in order 
to combine in a holistic way EFL learning by creating augmented reality games 
that include technology use in natural environment, enhancing life skills. More-
over, they can watch their plants growth with live streaming view in ILD’s class 
PCs and develop EFL activities that support EFL learning while fostering an 
appreciation to nature. For example, through their plants’ growth students 
understand experientially past, present and future concepts to build different 
grammar tenses use.

_ Web cameras
ILD students create their own documentaries with the use of web cameras 
to complete ArtWorkshop projects, to enhance EFL literacy and oral skills by 
stimulating their curiosity and creativity.

_ IMMERSIVE READER – MICROSOFT EDUCATION 
A life changing tool for reading and writing enhancements 

_ Lyricstraining.com
An easy and fun way for ILD students to learn and improve EFL, through music 
videos, lyrics and Karaoke. They choose the level of difficulty and adjust activities 
to their readiness level.

_ Edmodo Platform
The safe, fun way for students to connect with ILD teachers, classmates and 
global friends that are allowed by us to enter ILD Edmodo platform. All ArtWork-
shop sessions are uploaded on Edmodo too, so all sessions are both physical 
(real life) and digital. In this way, they are organic, they can develop during the 
week with the help of technology and students and teachers stay connected 
till next session.

_ Comic Creator Tool
Students can create their own comic strips in English to present EL stories 
or as part of more structural learning activities for example planning writing 
activities.

_ Starfall.com 
Interactive activities for phonemic awareness activities and literacy skills.



Augmented reality tools for the EFL and dyslexia in “i love dyslexia” Method:

_ Bricks Augmented Reality ABC
An application in which Alphabet letters along with images pop up 3Dreal 
while students listen to the sounds of the letters, interact with the application 
and are able to practice their writing.

_ Quiver
Quiver is an application based on ready-made pictures of various topics 
which can be drawn or written by the students and then become 3Dreal and 
interactive with the help of augmented reality. Each picture contains different 
interactive games. Additionally, there is a blank circle where students can use 
their creativity and imagination to draw whatever they want related to the 
topic of the lesson. Their drawing comes alive and some interactive features 
are also available.

_ Aurasma
Aurasma is a valuable augmented reality tool with which the teacher has
the possibility to use material related to the lesson and transform it into a
3D image which can also include videos, music, documents etc. Highly 
imaginative and interactive in use.

_ Augmented reality books
i-solar and i-dinosaur etc are English books which contain texts and images 
related to specific topics. Students have the chance to see important features 
of the books come alive and absorb information by exploring the images that 
apart from 3D, are interactive.



3Dlexia Workshop
The innovative programme 3Dlexia Workshop, which takes place in the premises 
of “i love dyslexia”, consists of sessions for children and adolescents, and 
sessions for adults. The Workshop is a pioneering experiential empowerment 
programme, not only for developing English language, but also for the psycho-
social development of students, through activities that take place within the 6 
varied creative expression areas of the workshop (theatre, music, art, creative 
play, poetry and literature, science) with the use of technology. Particular 
emphasis is placed on theatrical education, the highest form of psycho- 
pedagogic culture. Our aim, through drama is for students to develop not only com- 
munication through English, but also their own individual means of expression, 
unblocking their body and voice. Through roles, large or small, students are 
offered the opportunity to enter other worlds, be transformed, experience different 
situations, face and deal with problems, dilemmas, wishes and dreams, 
empowering themselves to the maximum. 3Dlexia Workshop differentiated 
instruction Menus that are designed by the ILD team for the workshop sessions, 
provide students with a great variety of creative projects for different EFL 
readiness level, that develop life skills through EFL curriculum. Most of these 
activities are conducted in English, offering students a genuine opportunity 
to practice their English by using the language authentically, in addition to 
making new friends, learning to accept and respect diversity, to collaborate 
constructively, contribute to the team, open up and develop emotionally 
expressing their talents through art and the creativity of the right brain.

Moreover, a variety of outdoor activities like visits to theaters, ‘Talking Angels’ for 
EFL oral communication skills expansion and social-emotional cultivation as well 
as activities in natural environments and refugee camps, are a very important 
part of 3Dlexia Workshop, as they combine unique elements that help develop 
EFL learning while bulding education for sustainable development.
 
In conclusion, the ultimate aim of the 3Dlexia Workshop is not only to practice 
the English language through natural, authentic usage, but rather to empower 
self-awareness and to generally cultivate life skills that can transform the life 
of our students and the whole world.



Study Room
This is an area for students to study, concentrate, create and communicate, 
equipped with PCs and i-pads that provide interactive, EFL learning support 
programmes. Students may visit the Study Area anytime during ILD’s working 
hours, in order to make independent use of the equipment, practice the study 
skills acquired in class, and further deepen the knowledge acquired, autono-
mously, without the intervention of a teacher. Thus, they become their own 
teachers, gaining independence in their approach to study and awareness that 
every single moment may become a learning opportunity.

Greek lessons in ILD, open for ILD students 
who attend the EFL program
a non-profit and 85% shelf funded Corporate Social Responsibility programme 

ILD students are supported through ILD Greek lessons programme in the study 
room, by implemented all ILD tools to different subjects. In this way, they can 
be helped in all areas of their needs and learn to apply ILD tools everywhere, 
increasing the benefits of ILD EFL learning experience.

The learning techniques and materials used by teaching EFL 
at ‘i love dyslexia’ are based on:

holistic, multi-sensory, ‘project-based’ teaching, in which colour, image, head- 
heart-hands (body) stimulation, experiential games, art and technology, result 
in the optimal absorption of knowledge, enriching each lesson with joy, fun and 
interest.

the latest research in neuropsychology, connecting the different ways the hu- 
man brain functions during learning. The findings of newest research indicate 
the most effective methods to approach each student and shape the teaching 
methodology and the learning environment

differentiated teaching, whereby every student is assessed before classes start, 
so that the lesson may be adapted and amended suitably in order to keep pace 
with the needs, the personal learning style, the EFL readiness level and the abil- 
ities of each individual learner. ILD Holistic Method is based on understanding 
the uniqueness of each human being, which is why no two students are dealt 
with in the same way during the learning process; this applies not only to the 
teaching methodology, but also the outcome of students’ work and assign- 
ments, and their results. To guarantee the ideal setting for this particular form 
of education, class lessons consist of only 1 or 2 students at a time.

cutting - edge technologies, augmented reality tools and e-books, which pre- 
pare students for the demands of the world today and provide great support for 
concentration and the more efficient absorption of information, in addition to 
motivation and enthusiasm for learning.

the cultivation of vital life skills, necessary for every human being facing the 
challenges of the 21st century.



life skills
a holistic educational experience
through EFL curriculum

“I never teach my pupils. I only attempt to  provide the conditions, 
in which they can learn.”

“Logic will get you from A to B. Imagination will take you everywhere.”

“Educating the mind without educating the heart, is no education at all”

Aristotel’s and Albert Einstein’s inspirational words have helped lay the foun- 
dations of the teaching philosophy in ‘i love dyslexia’, where we place great 
emphasis on creating the conditions in which all students may experience and 
cultivate their English language skills. However, the lessons’ greatest value 
de- rives from the fact that at the “heart” and in the nature of our teaching 
one finds the development of life skills, which help students develop strong, 
in- tegral personalities, capable of handling life’s challenges with agility. More 
specifically, through the teaching of English, we attempt to cultivate personal, 
social and psycho-cognitive skills, such as organization, responsibility, creative 
critical thinking, problem-solving, communication, self-control, self-evaluation 
and self-awareness.

This educational programme, supporting Life Skills Based Education (UNICEF), 
offers students the opportunity to holistically develop their entire psycho-emo- 
tional and cognitive potential, forming deeply cultivated and self-confident per- 
sonalities.

Finally, during ILD lessons and workshops students participate in Yoga for class- 
room activities, mindfulness and aikido as a for education, to increase focus, 
uplift energy, release stress and develop self-empowerment.

Yoga and relaxation exercises for teachers and students 

Over the last years, groundbreaking educational organizations worldwide have 
begun including yoga in their curriculum, thus bringing harmony to all aspects of 
the human essence (body - mind - soul). Over and above the benefits of yoga to 
the body (improved posture, strengthening of the immune system, etc.), regu- 
lar participation in the programme for teachers and students offers a significant 
benefit to:

_ stress reduction

_ improvement in memory and concentration

_ anger management

_ quality of sleep

_ improvement in mood and feeling of well-being



our premises
connecting architecture to education

The philosophical framework underlying the design of the premises of “i love 
dyslexia” is based on the need to redefine the learning environment, through a 
structure that permits the birth and uninterrupted flow of innovative, controver- 
sial ideas and knowledge. Following this reasoning, our premises were selected 
and designed with the intention of creating a learning space, that would “teach” 
and inspire students, educators and parents, meeting their multifaced needs for 
creative expression and alternative approaches to learning.
 
The objective of ILD architect, Aris Giannopoulos, was to design an interactive 
state-of-art environment that acts as a three-dimensional “tool” for holistic 
learning. The sense of calmness, purity, and balance of Scandinavian character 
are combined with the innovative ideas that underline and emphasise the struc- 
ture of lessons, exciting the curiosity and feelings of both children and adults. 
The most advanced interactive technologies are integrated with colours, shapes 
and materials, in complete harmony, stimulating feelings of fruitful curiosity, 
combined with the need for creative educational pursuits. Curved forms, light, 
wood, colours, music and smells create an atmosphere of joy and activate a 
desire ‘discovering’ learning, personal empowerment.

The facilities of the innovative “world” of “i love dyslexia” include:

_  an open-plan foyer with welcome desk area and the provision of computers to  
 be used by the students’ escorts while they remain on the premises, TV, books  
 and printed matter for their perusal, music, coffee and tea-making facilities,  
 interactive projection wall

_ independent lab-like class-studios, designed for brain targeted teaching,  
 equipped with latest technology interactive whiteboards, natural direct and  
 indirect adjustable lighting to relieve eye strain, a choice of seating for bet- 
 ter concentration and comfort, regulated room temperature, computers, loud 
 speakers, soundproofing, and special teaching materials

_ a specially designed workspace where ArtWorkshop experiential activities  
 take place, research within the framework of How2learn Research Lab is con- 
 ducted and ‘i love dyslexia’ events and trainings are held.

_ a  Study Room and activities space for students, equipped  with multi-functional 
 touch-screen PCs and i-pads with specialised teaching material, projection  
 wall, interactive books and a variety of work-stations for studying and other  
 activities

_ spaces for further education and training of parents and teachers

_ offices for administration, Director of Studies, graphic design and mass media  
 communication



our services
how we share our knowledge and experience

Trainings - Experiential Seminars for differentiated teaching and teaching
foreign languages to students with special learning needs

Through seminars and trainings conducted by Aggeliki Pappa in ILD premises 
and globally, we wish to share our experience and knowledge with professionals 
aiming for ongoing educational development and specialisation. EFL teachers
- Special Educators and teachers of other subjects, are offered the opportunity 
to attend experiential - practical training on the ILD Holistic Method delivered 
by Aggeliki Pappa. These trainings assist them considerably from day one after 
their training in transforming the results of their classrooms. Upon completion 
of the trainings, participants may join Aggeliki Pappa’s supervision groups, thus 
ensuring constant development and support during their classes, an essential 
prerequisite for anyone involved in teaching students with or without special 

educational needs

Seminars - Trainings on subjects focusing on special education
and mental health

Innovative ΕQ Programme
emotional intelligence empowerment groups for children and adolescents

Using experiential, non-intrusive methods, specialised therapists approach child- 
ren and adolescents through symbols (artistic expression, play, role-play, music, 
therapeutic fairy-tale).     

As a result, the members of the group are able to:

_ distance themselves in such a way that they may safely express thoughts,  
 feelings, difficulties, concerns

_ begin to explore their needs, transform their experiences, expand their  
 personal potential and empower their ego

_ deal with conflict with other children, live a life with less stress and many  
 more smiles, but also develop their self-awareness and self-acceptance by  
 learning to shield themselves from negative experiences

In the study area, programmes for students who study EFL in ILD are held by a 
special educator in Greek for the development of study skills, applying ILD tools 
within a variety of subjects in order to help students experience the benefit of 
ILD tools in different areas of their education.  
(non-profit and ILD 85% funded Corporate Social Responsibility Programme)



Parent counselling group
(non-profit Corporate Social Responsibility Programme) 

Parents, the most important people in a child’s life, bear the responsibility for 
the formation of their child’s personality, as well as the development of his/her 
mental health. However, the role of a parent with a child with increased educa-
tional and emotional needs, is far more complex and complicated. 

The objective of the counselling group is:

_ to provide significant support and guidance to parents. Many difficulties that 
 we consider to be insurmountable, appear to diminish when an experienced 
 specialist, or even parents in the group, reveal aspects of a situation we had 
 never thought of or imagined to be possible.

_ to respond to and prepare us for a number of daily problems concerning our  
 children that we are called upon to solve. Parents can then respond more ef- 
 fectively in their parental role, thus considerably improving the relationship  
 with their children.

_ to empower parents so they may nurture an emotionally mature, indepen- 
 dent, strong and happy child.

Research Sector: How2learn Research Lab in ILD
(non-profit Corporate Social Responsibility Programme)
“i love dyslexia collaborates with Universities from all over the world at a re- 
search level, with the aim of constantly developing, promoting and publishing 
the latest techniques, tools and programmes for teaching EFL to students with 
special educational needs (SEN) in the international educational and research 
community. In addition, we participate in research on the general topic of dys- 
lexia and special educational needs.

Social Sensitivity Programmes and Environmental Awareness of “i love dyslexia”, 
through SOS4love Project launcged in the UN by the ILD students, collabora-
tions with UNESCO, 3DlexiaCosmos, UN, OECD, Biopolitics Organization, Green-
peace, Boroume NGO, Microsoft Education, the American Embasy in Greece, 
Refugee camps in the context of ILD students’ holistic learning and ILD’s social 
responsibility programmes.



in lieu of an epilogue

The future belongs to those who prepare for it. We support our students to follow 
their personal journey of knowledge, wisdom, values acquisition and personal 
empowerment, by giving them a global voice in the world as well as a cultivation 
of a virtuous heart. The ‘world’ of “i love dyslexia” dismantles the “industrialised” 
and “mechanical” acquisition of knowledge, by offering an invaluable innovative 
and holistic educational experience, which can transform a human life and the 
whole world with 3Dlexia for English Method and Paradigm.

Aggeliki Pappa
Founder & Head Director of Studies at ‘i love dyslexia’
Founder & President of ‘3DlexiaCosmos’ NGO
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3Dlexia Method applied in 
‘i love dyslexia’ EFL School 

during ILD Workshops 
& 

Humanitarian Events 
under the auspices of the

Hellenic National Commission for UNESCO
created by Aggeliki Pappa

join our love
www.ilovedyslexia.gr

join our cosmos
www.3dlexiacosmos.com

join our  #Pedagogy4Love & SDGs project
www.3dlexiacosmos.com



Drama-based EFL Learning
for Holistic Development
created by Aggeliki Pappa 
for the ILD EFL Program

- 
I love dyslexia event 

supporting refugees’ education
under the auspices of the 

Hellenic National Commission 
for UNESCO



Drama-based EFL Learning
for Holistic Development
created by Aggeliki Pappa 
for the ILD EFL Program

- 
I love dyslexia event 

supporting refugees’ education
under the auspices of the 

Hellenic National Commission 
for UNESCO



Drama-based EFL Learning
for Holistic Development
created by Aggeliki Pappa 
for the ILD EFL Program

- BEHIND THE SCENES - 



2013 - Drama Play Title: “Odysseas journey from dyslexia... to Ithaca”

PROJECT TIMELINE

INTERACTIVE INVITATION 

of the EFL theatrical play 
“Odysseas Journey
from dyslexia... to Ithaca”
& “We Play 4 a Bag” Project 

DVD OF THE
THEATRICAL PERFORMANCE

as christmas gift to the ILD students

EFL THEATRICAL PLAY

final performance

WE PLAY 4 A BAG

ongoing ILD loving project
“think local - act global action”
in cooperation with the 
non-profit organization 
“Boroume”.

Inspiration: UNESCO - CAVAFY ANNIVERSARY YEAR 2013

VIDEO CLIP PROJECT 

inspired by the emotions of ILD  
students as they emerged after
the play

-CLICK ON THE IMAGE TO VIEW-

https://youtu.be/8e6qc7WsvLs


Drama-based EFL Learning
through Drama Plays

created by Aggeliki Pappa 
for the ILD EFL Program



Drama-based EFL Learning
through Drama Plays

created by Aggeliki Pappa 
for the ILD EFL Program



Drama-based EFL Learning
through Drama Plays

created by Aggeliki Pappa 
for the ILD EFL Program



3Dlexia Method for English 
and 3Dlexia Paradigm 

in ‘i love dyslexia’ EFL School
 connecting 

the Values and Ethos
of the Quantum Man

with the Moral Lessons
from the 

Story Alice in Wonderland, 
while distigmatizing Dyslexia

by discovering creatively
the genius of famous dyslexics



3Dlexia Method for English 
and 3Dlexia Paradigm 

in ‘i love dyslexia’ EFL School
 connecting the Values and Ethos

of the Quantum Man
while distigmatizing Dyslexia

by discovering creatively
the genius of famous dyslexics
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3Dlexia Method for English 
and 3Dlexia Paradigm 

in ‘i love dyslexia’ EFL School
 connecting the Values and Ethos

of the Quantum Man
while distigmatizing Dyslexia

by discovering creatively
the genius of famous dyslexics
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William Astro

Introducing a cat teacher 
of life lessons in ILD School, 

empowering and motivating students
on both academic and social 

emotional levels



Mind The Heart of Dyslexia
Public Event by ILD School and 3Dlexia Cosmos, 2021

1st experiential public event in Greece
for the charismatic brain of Dyslexia in Serafio Building

ILD EFL school students’ art work on dyslexia, in Serafio Building Athens,
raising public awareness on the genius mind of Dyslexia,

breaking the stigma around this different brain and fighting for equity in education.
The event was honored by the Athens Municipality representatives,

the deputy Minister of Education Ms. Zetta Makri
and the Deputy Minister of Labor Ms. Domna Michailidou,

who awarded ILD Students.



ILD Students 
shooting 2 Documentaries in ILD

presented in the Greek Biggest TV channels,
ERT and ANT1 (Vice), 

raising awareness in Greece 
on the charismatic brain of dyslexia, 

fighting for equity in education for all.



BREATH OF LOVE
ILD Students Event for the SOS4LOVE Project, Actions on the UN SDGs

ILD Students creating Art pieces with the power of their breath, raising awareness for the healing power of controlled breathing in life
selling their art to raise funds with which they collected 40 bags full of dry food,

offered to support EPAPSY “Thetis” guest house of people with social emotional difficulties in collaboration with 3Dlexia Cosmos NGO & BOROUME Organization 

PHASE 01

Students create art pieces 
using the power of their breath
supporting
UN SDGs Goals 2,3,4 & 17

PHASE 02
ILD Students have sold 
their art pieces managing 
to buy and offer hundreds 
of portions of dry food 
for people in  need

CLICK TO VIEW 

‘Breath of LOVE’ in Action, 
presented through a form 
of Digital Interactive Art Gallery! 

Please enable sound 
for a better experience.
Enjoy!

This work of art 
has been created 
for a good cause

using a child’s power
of breath in the context

of the educational
programme

of 3Dlexia Cosmos
and ‘i love dyslexia’ 

EFL School

artsteps
Interactive Art Gallery

https://www.artsteps.com/view/61e00a13516c5949497eb905?currentUser
https://www.artsteps.com/view/61e00a13516c5949497eb905?currentUser
https://www.artsteps.com/view/61e00a13516c5949497eb905?currentUser
https://www.artsteps.com/view/61e00a13516c5949497eb905?currentUser
https://www.artsteps.com/view/61e00a13516c5949497eb905?currentUser
https://www.artsteps.com/view/61e00a13516c5949497eb905?currentUser


‘i love dyslexia’ EFL School 
Students Workshops 

on the UN SDGs
in the context of the SOS4Love Project



Alexandra Stamatopoulou, 
World Champion in Paralympics, 

a special needs student 
in ‘ love dyslexia’ EFL School 

under scholarship, 
empowering her classmates in ILD

on the Power and Human Right
of Inclusion and Equity

in Education for all



I love dyslexia event 
supporting refugees’ education

under the auspices of the 
Hellenic National Commission 

for UNESCO



I love dyslexia awareness event 
for equity in education 

for all in EFL conferences
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join our love
www.ilovedyslexia.gr

join our cosmos
www.3dlexiacosmos.com

join our  #Pedagogy4Love & SDGs project
www.3dlexiacosmos.com

Life in the ILD EFL World
outdoor and indoor activities 

& 
EFL teaching and Global Citizenship

Education 
in the Greek Public Schools in Crete,
in Scotland, Bali and Refugee Camps

& 
COVID Pandemic 

On-line Creative Lessons





My life with students



ILD students connecting 
LIVE with students

of different counties 
cultivating global citizenship

 and acting on SDGs 
while practicing EFL 

through SOS4love Project 

here connecting with school in Brasil



edu-ranch
outdoor activity

p1/2

EFL curriculum combined with 
physical and digital reality

as well as Life Skills Education



edu-ranch
outdoor activity
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EFL curriculum combined with 
physical and digital reality

as well as Life Skills Education



Aggeliki Pappa and i love dyslexia 
in 1st Lego League, 
Thessaloniki - Greece



The Innovative 
Drumduan Upper School

in Scottish Highlands

Aggeliki Pappa visiting innovative
international schools abroad,
connecting students, cultures 

and pedagogies, for EFL and global 
citizenship development for ILD students



I love dyslexia students
in refugee camps

practicing their EFL 
while serving people in need 
and supporting human rights



Refugee Camps 
in Samos island Greece and Eleonas, 

teaching volunteering 
refugee children & Creating 
1st digital Class in Camps 

under the auspices of UNESCO 



Refugee Camps 
in Samos island Greece and Eleonas, 

teaching volunteering 
refugee children & Creating 
1st digital Class in Camps 

under the auspices of UNESCO 

 

 

 

 



Aggeliki Pappa with ILD Students
(Teens, Kids, Adults) 

in ART activities 
and Augmented Reality Technology

through Aggeliki Pappa’s
digital application

SOS4Love Project Goes to Space For SDGs

p1/2 

 

 

 



Aggeliki Pappa with ILD Students
(Teens, Kids, Adults) 

in ART activities and Augmented Reality Technology
through Aggeliki Pappa’s digital application
SOS4Love Project Goes to Space For SDGs 
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 Aggeliki Pappa with ILD Students
(Teens, Kids, Adults) 

in Meditation Techniques 
for Heart Mind Coherence

 and ART activities for 3Dlexia Paradigm



3Dlexia Workshops
Children / Adolescents / Adults
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3Dlexia Workshops
Children / Adolescents / Adults
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3Dlexia Workshops
Children / Adolescents / Adults
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Self Awareness Transformative
Sessions to All students

by Ms. Pappa
about how Heart Mind Brain

and Cosmic Consciousness work,
through 3Dlexia Paradigm

in ‘I love dyslexia’ EFL school



click here
to discover

our
ILD world

http://www.ilovedyslexia.gr/en/content/i-love-dyslexia/page/en/34/philosophy


Global & Cosmic Citizenship Education
on Volunteer Project

in Greek Public Schools 

Crete Regional p1/5



Global & Cosmic Citizenship Education
on Volunteer Project

in Greek Public Schools 

Crete Regional p2/5



Global & Cosmic Citizenship Education
on Volunteer Project

in Greek Public Schools 

Crete Regional p3/5

Aggeliki Pappa with Eleni Poulla,
 Head of all EFL Department 

of Crete Regional of Public Education
and EFL teacher colleague in Public Schools



Global & Cosmic Citizenship Education
on Volunteer Project

in Greek Public Schools 

Crete Regional p4/5



Global & Cosmic Citizenship Education
on Volunteer Project

in Greek Public Schools 

In the Regional Office of Public Education
in Crete-Greece 

with the Head Authorities, 
awarded for Aggeliki Pappa’s 

Year Long Volunterism
in the Public Education of Greece



BALI 2018 

Aggeliki Pappa in 2018 trained Ms Maria Angelaki, volunteer of 3Dlexia Cosmos,
with her 3Dlexia for English Method, offering her innovative Tools and five (5) i-Pads

to the non profit organisation VPBali so as Maria to teach in BALI
children and teachers of high poverty to learn English as a foreign language

in a holistic, fun way, empowering crucial digital and life skills to vulnerable children.

Both Ms Pappa and Ms Angelaki worked on a volunteer basis. 
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BALI 2018 
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-click on the image to view the 3D Gallery video -

SOS4Love Project on SDGs
Launced in the United Nations 2017

by Ms Aggeliki Pappa’s Students with Dyslexia

CLICK TO VISIT OUR #Pedagogy4Love & SDGs Project

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VHIfM2FZK8E
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VHIfM2FZK8E
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VHIfM2FZK8E
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VHIfM2FZK8E
https://www.sos4loveproject.com/


1.5 Million SOS4Love Project for SDGs
Ambassadors/Actors reached

from more than
134 countries all over the World





Dr. Hans Joachim
Schellnhuber

Director of the
Potsdam Institute
for Climate Impact

Research
Main Advisor

of Angela Merkel 
& Pope Francis

ENDORSING

SOS4love Project
with His Message

‘ SOS4Love
Will Save The World!’



ROSCOSMOS ACTIVE COSMONAUTS
and NASA Astronaut Dorothy Metcalf Lindenburger and classroom teacher (former)

ENDORSING 
SOS4love Project and Collaborate with 3Dlexia Cosmos

for this in the UN Geneva Peace Week 2021, creating Digital Product with Ms. Pappa



 

Aggeliki Pappa
War Zone - Sderot Israel 2020,

1 Kilometer from Gaza
in Bomb Shelter Schools 

for SOS4love Project, 
having 12 seconds to protect 

in a shelter in case of bombarding
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Aggeliki Pappa
War Zone - Sderot Israel 2020,

1 Kilometer from Gaza
in Bomb Shelter Schools 

for SOS4love Project, 
having 12 seconds to protect 

in a shelter in case of bombarding
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8V7u6tU2PGE&t=1s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8V7u6tU2PGE&t=1s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8V7u6tU2PGE&t=1s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8V7u6tU2PGE&t=1s


COVID Pandemic
On Line Creative Lessons
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COVID Pandemic
On Line Creative Lessons
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Aggeliki Pappa
Teaching Training Stories  

&
Keynote Speaches Globally

join our love
www.ilovedyslexia.gr

join our cosmos
www.3dlexiacosmos.com

join our  #Pedagogy4Love & SDGs project
www.3dlexiacosmos.com



ARGENTINA
2nd & 3d International
Congresses in Tucuman 

& 
Buenos Aires

p1/5

Aggeliki Pappa
Reaching more than 50 Millions 

Teachers, School Advisors and Educational Stakeholders
with Key Notes & Training

in 18 Countries Globally (17 in physical appearance)
through official collaborations
with 8 Ministries of Education

I love dyslexia EFL School and 3Dlexia Logos
in all Stadiums of 3rd International Congress

in Education - Tucuman Argentina
Being Partners of the Congress
and the Ministry of Education



ARGENTINA
2nd & 3d International
Congresses in Tucuman 

& 
Buenos Aires
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ARGENTINA
2nd & 3d International
Congresses in Tucuman 

& 
Buenos Aires
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ARGENTINA
2nd & 3d International
Congresses in Tucuman 

& 
Buenos Aires
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ARGENTINA
2nd & 3d International
Congresses in Tucuman 

& 
Buenos Aires Congress

invited by Varkey Foundation

p5/5



CLICK ON THE IMAGE
ABOVE TO WATCH

STERGIOS VIDEO ON
Ms Pappa’s crucial role

in his life, sharing
Their Story of

Pedagogy for LOVE. 

---

ARGENTINA

Stergios Dikos
Ms. Pappas’ 2nd student

with dyslexia 24 years ago,
left Greece

to go to the USA
without graduating,
to escape yearlong

marginalization and bullying, 
changing Aggeliki’s life

forever. 

24 years later, 
Stergios went with Ms. Pappa
to the International Congress

in Tucuman Argentina,
to share

Their Story of TRUE LOVE
that changes the world,

inspiring 50.000 teachers
for #Pedagogy4love

in Argentina!

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Y-uF-kieJFs&t=12s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Y-uF-kieJFs&t=12s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Y-uF-kieJFs&t=12s


ARGENTINA
4th International Congress in Tucuman 

(Virtual)



SINGAPORE 
Microsoft E2

Conference Key Note

BRUSSELS
Microsoft Education Conference



USA - MIAMI
Edmodo Conference 



BELGRADE
Key Note

ISRAEL
Tel Aviv 

Key Note 



INDONESIA
Ministry of Education

Training more than 3000 Advisors on-line
Reaching 50 Million Students



UNITED ARAB EMIRATES
 Prince Crown Court- Qudwa 

TURKEY
Amassya International Conference

with the 
Deputy Minister of Education of Turkey 

 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-bZ4AwB4bs8&t=1s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-bZ4AwB4bs8&t=1s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-bZ4AwB4bs8&t=1s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-bZ4AwB4bs8&t=1s


 

RUSSIA
Kazan Innovative University

DUBAI
Ed Talk

Global Education and Skills Forum 

 



ISRAEL
Aggeliki Pappa Presenting Her Methods for Inclusion

in the Ministry of Education, Irsael



PARIS
Erasmus Trainer 

UK
Birmingham University 

School of 
Education Trainings 

 

I love dyslexia Holistic Method 
in International Conference on Child Psychology, London - UK



Signing Official Protocols of Agreements 
With The Governments

of Cyprus and Argentina 
For SOS4LoveProject, 

3Dlexia For English Method
&

3Dlexia Paradigm   
Impacting More than Half a Million Students

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pCU56e2ntZM
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pCU56e2ntZM
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pCU56e2ntZM
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pCU56e2ntZM


More than 100 
Teacher Trainings & Keynotes

by Aggeliki Pappa
all around Greece 

and 18 counties globally 



Folkuniversitetet
Uppsala - Sweden

p1/2

teacher training and creative workshops
on international projects implementing

and sharing ILD innovative
3Dlexia Mind Maps and tools

in different edu-fields



Folkuniversitetet
Uppsala - Sweden
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teacher training and creative workshops
on international projects implementing

and sharing ILD innovative
3Dlexia Mind Maps and tools

in different edu-fields



I love dyslexia and Aggeliki Pappa
in European projects in collaboration with

Folkuniversitetet Uppsala - Sweden
sharing tools and 3Dlexia methodology

on a global level



Moments and innovative EFL
products created during Aggeliki Pappa’s

volunteer EFL teacher training 
for the public sector 

all over Greece on EFL and dyslexia 
with school counselors and educators
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Moments and innovative EFL
products created during Aggeliki Pappa’s

volunteer EFL teacher training 
for the public sector 

all over Greece on EFL and dyslexia 
with school counselors and educators
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Trainings in
I love dyslexia EFL School

Athens



NASA
Space App Challenge

Greece



Aggeliki Pappa 
Tedx Talks

More than 113.000 Views 

 



Aggeliki Pappa 
honoured to have been 
selected to present in

United Nations - Geneva, Peace Week
2016 

her humanitarian work supporting 
Equity in Education for All

under the auspices of the Hellenic 
National Comission for UNESCO

p1/2

Aggeliki Pappa presents to I. Bokova, Director-General of UNESCO, 
the ILD original theatrical play ‘Aristotle the Refugee’



Aggeliki Pappa 
honoured to have been 
selected to present in

United Nations - Geneva, Peace Week
2016 

her humanitarian work supporting 
Equity in Education for All

under the auspices of the Hellenic 
National Comission for UNESCO
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United Nations 2017 

Aggeliki Pappa KeyNote Speaker & Co-Organiser  in the UN Fighting for EQUITY in Educa-
tion for All

3dlexia Cosmos Event in the United NationsGebena Peace Week 2017 (Event Title: Educat-
ing for Peace) 

I love dyslexia Student KeyNote in the UN

Aggeliki Pappa
KeyNote Speaker & Co-Organiser

in the UN Fighting for EQUITY
in Education for All

3dlexia Cosmos Event
in the United Nations

Geneva Peace Week 2017
(Event Title: Pursuing Global Citizenship 

through Education for Peace) 

I love dyslexia Student 
& SOS4Love Project Ambassador 

KeyNote in the UN



Aggeliki Pappa 
President / Moderator & Keynote Speaker

3dlexia Cosmos Event
in the United Nations - Geneva Peace Week 2020

I love dyslexia Student & SOS4Love Project Ambassador
KeyNote in the UN

Dorothy Metcalf Lindenburger - NASA Astraunat (Former) 
& Aggeliki Pappa Collaboration in the UN:

Digital Product for Pedagogy for Higher Love through SOS4Love Project
uploaded in Geneva Peace Week Platform 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9XL-2EjZ2h8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9XL-2EjZ2h8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9XL-2EjZ2h8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9XL-2EjZ2h8
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Aggeliki Pappa

& 
ILD / 3Dlexia Cosmos Humanitarian Actions

&
Award Winning Competition

Stories / Honours

join our love
www.ilovedyslexia.gr

join our cosmos
www.3dlexiacosmos.com

join our  #Pedagogy4Love & SDGs project
www.3dlexiacosmos.com



ALL 3Dlexia Cosmos NGO
Humanitarian Actions

CLICK HERE TO VIEW

http://3dlexiacosmos.com/pre-launch/
http://3dlexiacosmos.com/pre-launch/
http://3dlexiacosmos.com/pre-launch/
http://3dlexiacosmos.com/pre-launch/


3Dlexia Paradigm by Aggeliki Pappa
for Transformative Pedagogy for Peace & Higher Love in the World,
endorsed and developed in Collaboration with UNESCO Paris Team

in the context of a Futures Literacy Laboratory (FLL)
by 3Dlexia Cosmos and ‘I love dyslexia’ EFL school Greece, 

together with a distinguished Board of Inclusion including Ministers of Education
of Russia and Argentina, invited by Ms. Pappa.

Futures Literacy Laboratory 
for Transformative Pedagogy
for a New Earth 
of Peace & Higher Love 

Based on 3dlexia Paradigm
by Aggeliki Pappa 

Co-Organised with UNESCO Paris 
3Dlexia Cosmos NGO
& ‘I Love Dyslexia’ EFL School 
Greece



Meeting for Ms. Pappa’s
FLL with UNESCO Paris Team

Head Director of FLL
Riel Miller

&
Ms. Pappa’s Colleagues



European Charlemagne Prize
for Youth 2021

by the European Parliament
and the International Charlemagne

Foundation 
for the SOS4love Project 

Youth Ambassadors from ‘I love dyslexia’
and 3Dlexia Cosmos NGO Greece,

WINNERS of Greece, invited to 
Aachen, Germany with Ms Pappa 

on May 2021, to compete on European
Level and receive their Award

by the President of the European
Parliament, David Sassoli

and meet with Global Authorities.



ILD Students National Winners
of the European

Charlemagne Youth Prize 2021

Marios Thomeas
student of I love dyslexia EFL School

and Ambassador of the
SOS4Love Project on the UN SDGs

that ILD Students initiated in the UN,
receives the European

Charlemagne Youth Prize 2021
in Aachen, Germany, 

by the European Parliament
and the Charlemagne Academy



YIDAN PRIZE 2021

Aggeliki Pappa
Nominated for the Yidan Prize

by Uppsala, Sweden, Folkuniversitetet
International Cooperation Department,

signing protocols of Agreements
with Ministries of Education

of Argentina & Russia, 
as well as Birmingham University UK,

to empower ultimately
600 Million Marginalized

students globally,
while empowering Millions

of typical students too



Aggeliki Pappa 
in the 1st Team 

in the History of Humanity 
of Candidate Citizens Astronauts

to go to Space
for Humanitarian Reasons

 
Space For Humanity

USA 2020



Global Teacher Prize 2016 & 2017

Τhe only educator Globally 
selected for 2nd time 

in the top 50 finalists for 2017



Aggeliki Pappa 
WINNER of Europe by the British Council UK

for the UK Alumni Awards 2018
Social Impact Category

‘i love dyslexia’ & 3Dlexia For English 
officialy recognized as the 

1st organization & method globally
for EFL & Dyslexia

by the Britich Council UK

Aggeliki Pappa
Finalist Enterpreneurial Award

UK Alumni Awards 2017 - British Council uK

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7JSzMd6x8_4&t=2s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7JSzMd6x8_4&t=2s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7JSzMd6x8_4&t=2s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7JSzMd6x8_4&t=2s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7JSzMd6x8_4&t=2s


‘I love dyslexia’ 
EFL School & Ms.Pappa, 

honored to be presented in
The British Embassy

in Greece 
as the Leading Innovation

in Education
made in Great Britain
and based in Greece,

on the Ocassion
of the Birthday Celebration

of Her Majesty
Queen Elizabeth II



DIANA AWARD
Princess Diana Award UK

The I love dyslexia Students 
- Creators of the SOS4Love Project -

received the Diana Award
for their contribution to Humanity



Aggeliki Pappa 
3 TOP Women in Science

2017 - Greece

Honorary award by the UNESCO Club 
of the Department of Piraeus and Islands



‘Greece Innovates’ Competition 
by Eurobank & SEV

I love dyslexia EFL School 
in the TOP10 

Innovative Organisations
in Greece

2015



I love dyslexia School & Aggeliki Pappa 
honoured in the Athens
Concert Hall, Megaron, 

in the Annual Meeting of SEV, 
where the former President 

Mr. Alexis Tsipras 
and the former president 

of Hellenic Republic Mr. Pavlopoulos 
presented

(As WINNERS of ‘Greece Innovates’
by Eurobank & SEV) 



Aggeliki Pappa
Award Winning 

Competition Stories 
& Honours

I love dyslexia panel of the winners 
of the competition ‘Greece Innovates’

in Thessaloniki, Greece, for a public visit, 
in the context of the competition



Aggeliki Pappa
Award Winning 

Competition Stories 
& Honours

Business Education Awards Honorary Award by Greek NPOs

Aggeliki Pappa 50 Finalists - Global Teacher Prize 2016 & 2017

Honorary Award by Greek Teachers NPO
in Ancient Olympia



Aggeliki Pappa 
Becoming a member 

of Rotary Club of Amarousio 
&

International Rotary
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Aggeliki Pappa
Meetings with VIP Influential People

join our love
www.ilovedyslexia.gr

join our cosmos
www.3dlexiacosmos.com

join our  #Pedagogy4Love & SDGs project
www.3dlexiacosmos.com



Aggeliki Pappa
Accepting The Trust Of His Royal Highness, Prince Charles of Wales

in Stavros Niarchos Foundation 2018
for Her 3Dlexia Method and ‘i love dyslexia’ EFL School

recognised officialy as the 1st in the World for EFL and Dyslexia.

HRH Trust was given after Ms.Pappa announced Winner of Europe 2018
by the Birtish Council UK, UK Alumni Awards, Social Impact.



Meetings with
VIP Influential People

Mr. Nicos Anastasiadis 
President of the Republic of Cyprus

Crown Prince 
Sheikh Mohamed bin Zayed Al Nahyan

Minister of Foreign Affairs & International Cooperation
of the United Arab Emirates Prince Carl Philip of Sweden

 Mr. Zlatko Lagumdzija
Former Prime Minister of Bosnia- Herzegovina

Esko Aho
Former Prime Minister of Finland 



Meetings with
VIP Influential People

Mr. Nicolas Sarkozy
Former President of France

Dr. Juan Pablo Lichtmajer
Minister of Education of Tucuman

Mr. Costas Kadis
Former Cyprus Minister of Education and Culture

Mr. Andreas Schleicher
the Director General OECD Directorate for Education

 Ms. Julia Gillard
Former Prime Minister of Australia



Meetings with
VIP Influential People

Stamatis Krimizis
Space Scientist, NASA Exceptional Public Service Medal

Dr. Hans Joachim Schellnhuber
Director of the Potsdam Institute for Climate Impact 

Research
Main Advisor of Angela Merkel & Pope Francis 

 Mustafa Saran
Deputy Minister of Education of Turkey

Dr. Agni Vlavianos
President of Biopolitics

International Organisation B.I.O

15 TIMES NOMINATED FOR PEACE NOBEL

The Russian Team of Roscosmos Cosmonauts
Anton Shkaplerov, Oleg Artemyev, Sergei Prokofiev,

Theodoros Yurtsichin Grammatikopoulos 



Meetings with
VIP Influential People

Mr.Tony Blair

Mrs. Marietta Giannakou 
Receiving Hononary Award from the 

Former Minister of Education - Greece

Ms. Aikaterini Tzitzikosta
President of the Hellenic National Commission 

for UNESCO

Mrs. Asteri, General Director Special 
needs education, MInistry of Education - Greece

Mr George Papandreou, former Prime Minister of Greece



Meetings with
VIP Influential People

Marryanne Wolf
Most Prominent Professor

in the field of Dyslexia
Director of the UCLA Center for Dyslexia

Mr. Zagorakis and Mrs Vozenberg MPs for Education and Refugees - Brussels

Mr. Kefalogiannis Mp, Brussels

Mps in European Parliament - Brussels
Mr. Katrougalos

 former Minister of Labour, Greece



Meetings with
VIP Influential People

Mrs. Vanessa Redgrave
UNICEF Good Will Ambassador

Mr. Terzakis , director general education Crete

Ali Rashidi
Head Director International Cooperation Department

Folkuniversitetet, Uppsala, Sweden

Mr. Avramopoulos  Commissioner for Migrants 
& Mrs Vozenberg greek MP

Vice President of New Democracy party

Ms. Irina Bokova
Former Director General UNESCO
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Main Academic Publications 
by Aggeliki Pappa

&
Aggeliki Pappa / ILD / 3Dlexia Cosmos

Media Stories

join our love
www.ilovedyslexia.gr

join our cosmos
www.3dlexiacosmos.com

join our  #Pedagogy4Love & SDGs project
www.3dlexiacosmos.com



I love dyslexia EFL School in the Official Report of the OECD Report
‘Teaching for the Future’

2018

CLICK HERE TO VIEW THE REPORT

https://read.oecd-ilibrary.org/education/teaching-for-the-future/how-can-we-make-sure-that-schools-respond-to-every-child_9789264293243-4-en


Aggeliki Pappa

Effective inclusion for
students with dyslexia and

SEN in the FL class

According to “Dyslexia International” 10 to 15% of global population has
dyslexia, putting more than 700 million children and adults worldwide at
risk of life-long illiteracy and social exclusion. A major problem of today’s
education for students with special educational need (SEN) is the
education system constraints which prevent them from being effectively
included in the learning process of a foreign language (FL), depriving them
of their right to develop a global voice and identity, a necessary life skill for
the 21st century. The goals of this pioneering research were to identify the
feasible and realistic ways that students with SEN could most effectively be
included in EFL primary mainstream classrooms, in the light of all barriers
that exist in their context, as well as to empower FL teachers with a useful
tool for effective inclusion through differentiated instruction. The results
indicate that despite all constrains, the strategies implemented in this
study, raised significantly the performance of the students with SEN in the
EFL classrooms, while benefit all students.

Aggeliki Pappa is the founder of ‘I love dyslexia', the
first & only specialized organization for holistic EFL-FL
teaching for students with dyslexia and SEN
worldwide. She is an EFL-SEN teacher, teacher trainer
& public speaker.She has received numerous awards
and was placed in the 50 Top Educators in the World
for the Global Teacher Prize 2016.

978-3-659-90621-3

P
a
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Academic Publication of Aggeliki Pappa’s Action Research
on her 3DLexia for English Method 

supervised by the University of Bermingham UK

Aggeliki Pappa’s
contribution on

Differentiated Instruction
Academic Book

with the 
first and only

practical guide
for Teachers

on effective inclusion
for Students with Dyslexia

in the FL
mainstream classroom



GLOBAL MEDIA Praise Articles
on Aggeiki Pappa



On the Cover 
of the Biggest National (Greek) 
and International Newspapers



Articles in some of the
Biggest National (Greek) 

and International Newspapers
featuring Aggeliki Pappa

and I love dyslexia EFL School



Radio Stories



Aggeliki Pappa
in Central TV News Broadcasts

in the biggest Channels of Greece
ET / Antenna / Mega / Star /

Alpha Channel and more

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JYzEHdLRIUE
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JYzEHdLRIUE
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JYzEHdLRIUE
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JYzEHdLRIUE


Aggeliki Pappa
in Central TV News Broadcasts

in the biggest Channels of Greece
ET / Antenna / Mega / Star /

Alpha Channel and more



Media Stories

Interview to Greek Mps team in the studio of European Parliament, Brussels



HUNDREDS of Web Articles
for Marginalised SOS4LoveProject 

Ambassadors with dyslexia from Greece, 
Being WINNERS of the Prestigious

European Charlemagne Youth Prize!



Thank you
for joining our vision for #Pedagogy4Love

for a New Earth of Peace 

Aggeliki Pappa

join our love
www.ilovedyslexia.gr

join our cosmos
www.3dlexiacosmos.com

join our  #Pedagogy4Love & SDGs project
www.3dlexiacosmos.com


